Cloudflare Security Center

Better manage security risk with attack surface management from Cloudflare.

Attackers constantly scan enterprise attack surfaces - the hardware, software, SaaS, and cloud assets accessible from the Internet, looking for ways to gain access or steal data.

Organizations are challenged with keeping pace with shifting attack surface risk, and often attempt to do so through manual, in-house efforts or expensive, hard-to-manage products.

Cloudflare Security Center offers attack surface management (ASM) to mitigate security risk - all integrated in the Cloudflare dashboard.

Cloudflare attack surface management

Security Center is a single console to map your attack surface, including a view of Cloudflare IT inventory and a prioritized listing of potential security risks and vulnerabilities within your Cloudflare account.

Security risk at-a-glance

Easily view security risk with a dash showing security issues by severity and risk type along with listings of passed and failed security checks against ideal state and more.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure offers a centralized summary of all domains, ASNs, and IPs being used as IT infrastructure by an organization, with detail on domains proxied by Cloudflare or protected by Cloudflare Access.

Security Insights

Review issues, with the ability to filter by issue type, severity, category or zone, including checks examining compliance, insecure configurations, exposed infrastructure and infrastructure expiry.

Recommended mitigations

Put security insights into action by following recommended mitigation actions, linking directly to relevant Cloudflare configuration/settings for immediate risk reduction.